How to Avoid this Look...

Sign Care Instructions

About 90% of sign graphics on vehicles are 'Pressure Sensitive' Films.

You could 'blast-off' your signage at the car wash!

**SIMPLE PRECAUTIONS YOU CAN TAKE:**

- Keep Nozzle Tip at least 60cm (2ft) away from graphics.
- Keep angle of water spray at almost 90° to surface.
- Rinse off soap & wax with clean water at completion.
- Don't 'blast' or scrub stubborn marks off - use Metho on a rag.

DO THESE SIMPLE STEPS EVERY TIME AND YOU WILL PROLONG THE LIFE OF YOUR VEHICLE’S GRAPHICS AND SIGNAGE.

THESE CLEANING PROCEDURES ARE PROVIDED AS A GENERAL GUIDE BASED ON STANDARD PRESSURE SENSITIVE PVC FILMS.
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